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ABSTRACT 
 
Calculation of Extreme Wave Loads on Coastal Highway Bridges. (December 2008) 
Bo Meng, B.S.; M.S., Tianjin University, China 
Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee:  Dr. Jun Jin 
        Dr. Jun Zhang 
Coastal bridges are exposed to severe wave, current and wind forces during a hurricane. 
Most coastal bridges are not designed to resist wave loads in such extreme situations, 
and there are no existing analytical methods to calculate wave loads on coastal highway 
bridges. This study focuses on developing a new scheme to estimate the extreme wave 
loads on bridges for designing purpose. In order to do this, a 2D wave velocity potential 
model (2D Model) is set up for the deterministic analysis of wave force on bridge decks. 
2D Model is a linear wave model, which has the capability of calculating wave velocity 
potential components in time domain based on wave parameters such as wave height, 
wave period and water depth, and complex structural geometries. 2D Model has Laplace 
equation as general equation. The free surface boundary, incoming and outgoing wave 
boundary conditions are linearized, decomposed first, and then solved by the finite 
difference method. Maximum wave forces results calculated by the linear 2D Model are 
compared with results from CFD software Flow3D that is using Navier Stokes theory up 
to the 5th order; and 2D Model is validated by comparing results with experiment data. 
 iv
A case study is conducted for calculating extreme wave forces on I-10 Bridge across 
Escambia Bay, Florida during Hurricane Ivan in September 2004.SWAN model is 
adapted to investigate the parameters of wave heights and wave periods around bridge 
sites. SWAN model has the capability of predicting or hindcasting significant wave 
heights and wave periods as long as the domain and input parameters are given. The 
predicted significant wave heights are compared with measurements by Buoy Station 
42039 and 42040 nearest to Escambia Bay.  
A new prediction equation of maximum uplift wave forces on bridge decks is developed 
in terms of wave height, wave period, water depth, bridge width, water clearance and 
over top water load. To develop the equations, the relationship is investigated between 
maximum uplift wave forces and wave parameters, water clearance, green water effects 
and bridge width. 2D Model is used for up to 1886 cases with difference parameters. 
Flow3D model is adopted to determine coefficients of water clearance and green water 
effects, which cannot be calculated by 2D Model. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION1
1.1 Background 
Coastal bridges are exposed to severe wave, current and wind forces during a hurricane. 
Under normal conditions, the superstructure of a coastal highway bridge is well above 
water level and is only subjected to wind loads. But under extreme wave situations such 
as in hurricane, because the density of water is greater than the density of air, the 
magnitudes of wave loads are much larger than those of wind loads, and can demolish 
the bridge superstructure if it is not specifically designed to withstand wave loads.  
In September 2004, the 2.5-mile-long I-10 twin bridges over Escambia Bay near 
Pensacola, Florida suffered extensive structural damage during Hurricane Ivan. There 
were 58 spans of the eastbound and westbound bridges knocked off the piers and there 
were another 66 spans misaligned. Three people, including the driver of the truck shown 
in Figure 1.1, died due to the bridge destruction. The bridge cost $26.4 million to repair 
within 24 days. 
                                                        
This dissertation follows the style and format of the journal of Ocean Engineering. 
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Figure 1.1: Damaged I-10 Bridges in Escambia Bay near Pensacola, Florida during 
Hurricane Ivan. (U.S. Coast Guard Photo/Andrew Kendrick, Sep. 17, 2004) 
During Hurricane Katrina in August 2005, 2 bridges in Louisiana and Mississippi were 
damaged. The decks were lifted by the large uplift wave load and pushed off the piers 
by the horizontal wave load as illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
 
Figure 1.2: Damaged I-10 Bridge over Lake Ponchartrain and US90 Bridge across 
Biloxi Bay and Bay St. Louis during Hurricane Katrina in August 2005 
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Hurricane Rita made landfall on September 24, 2005 between Sabine Pass, Texas and 
Johnsons Bayou, Louisiana, as a Category 3 hurricane. A bridge spanning Interstate 10 
across Calcasieu River in Louisiana was damaged by a floating boat and several barges.  
In September 13th, 2008, Hurricane Ike made a landfall at Galveston, TX. Pelican Island 
Bridge was damaged as shown in Figure 1.3. Restoring it cost $400,000, and millions 
more will be spent to repair all the damage caused by the storm. Texas A&M University 
at Galveston was closed; classes were moved to College Station until the bridge is 
repaired. The bridge at Rollover Pass between Gilchrist and Caplen, Texas was also 
damaged as shown in Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.3: Damaged Pelican Island Bridge at Galveston, Texas by Hurricane Ike in Sep. 
2008 
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Figure 1.4: Damaged Bridge at Rollover Pass, Texas by Hurricane Ike in Sep. 2008 
There are about 23 coastal bridges located on the Hurricane evacuation route on the 
west Gulf of Mexico. It is possible for these bridges to experience structural failure and 
become impassable. The loss of one or more bridges could hamper emergency 
personnel re-entering the area to conduct search-and-rescue missions and other services 
and cause tremendous economic loss. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the 
possibility of structural failure of coastal bridges due to wave loads. And the magnitude 
of wave loads on super structure of bridge must be determined first. 
1.2 Underlying Studies in Wave Load Calculations on Coastal Highway Bridges 
Sheppard and Renna (2004) pointed out that the right combination of water elevation 
and wave height could and did produce loads that overcame the weight of the spans and 
their tie-downs and caused structural failure. Much research has been done in predicting 
the wave loads on offshore and coastal structures. It could be classified into two 
different approaches: (1) semi-empirical equations based on laboratory model test 
results; (2) analytical models by diffraction theory. 
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1.2.1 Semi-empirical Methods 
Physical modeling is a common approach in estimating wave forces. It can be used to 
model many structural geometries and wave situations. By analyzing the laboratory data, 
the relationship between the wave forces and the important aspects is analyzed and an 
empirical equation could be established according to that. Many experiments have been 
done to look for relationship between wave parameters and wave loads on bridge decks. 
However, it is difficult to model all the important aspects in laboratory experiments. 
Also, there are very few field measurements performed at a specified site or time to 
capture all the important aspects that we are concerned about. It is difficult to validate 
the deduced equations, and to tell whether they can be applied to other situations. 
1.2.2 Analytical Theory Models 
Many analytical methods are applied to calculate wave loads on offshore and coastal 
structures. These include diffraction equation method, eigenfunction expansions method, 
finite element method and Morison’s equation method. However, there is currently no 
established method for the calculation of wave loads on superstructure of bridges, the 
literature on this subject yields no direct results. The closest approximation is found in 
studies on the hydrodynamic behavior of a submerged platform breakwater which can 
be modeled as a thin horizontal plate in water of finite depth.  
In this study, the diffraction equations method is going to be applied to set up a 2D 
wave velocity potential model (2D Model) to calculate the extreme wave loads on 
coastal highway bridges. 
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1.3 Objectives 
Along Texas coastal line of west Gulf of Mexico, there are more than 20 bridges under 
threat of hurricane. Unfortunately, most are not designed to resist wave loads under 
hurricane situations. Recent experience has increased attention to evaluating the 
possibility of bridge damage by extreme wave conditions. The Texas Department of 
Transportation in Texas confirms the need for an accurate method of calculating 
extreme loads and including those calculations in bridge designs.  
In this study, the objective is to develop a new scheme to estimate the maximum uplift 
wave force on bridges decks in terms of wave height, wave period, water depth, water 
clearance and structure geometry width. In order to do this, a 2D wave velocity 
potential model is set up for the deterministic analysis of wave pressure force on bridge 
decks. The 2D Model is validated by comparing results with laboratory experimental 
data and CFD software Flow3D. 
Chapter II gives a brief description of literature search results for this study. Chapter III 
shows the development of the 2D wave velocity potential model and validation of this 
model. The wave potential diffraction theory is capable of filling the gap in which there 
are no reliable models for determining the maximum wave loads on bridge decks. The 
finite difference method will be used to calculate the wave forces on bridges. For 
structures with regular geometry, the grids of domain with finite difference method will 
be easier to work with. Chapter IV is the case study for calculation of wave loads on the 
I-10 Bridge across Escambia Bay near Pensacola, Florida in Hurricane Ivan in 
September, 2004. Chapter V is the parametric study of 2D Model results and gives a 
simplified equation for estimating wave loads on bridge. The maximum uplift wave 
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forces will be investigated according to most important aspects including wave heights, 
wave periods, water depth, water clearance, and bridge deck width. Chapter VI is the 
final summary and conclusion of this study. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Semi-Empirical Methods 
There is currently no established method for the calculation of extreme wave loads on 
coastal highway bridges. However, methods for the calculation of wave loads on similar 
structures were found in the literature and are summarized below. 
In the design of offshore platforms, semi-empirical methods are employed for the 
calculation of wave loads on offshore structures. By analyzing laboratory data, the 
relationship between uplift wave forces and other important aspects is analyzed and an 
empirical equation could be established according to that.  
El Ghamry (1963) and Wang (1970) found that wave-in-deck forces had two 
components: short duration impact pressure, and long duration lower intensity pressure. 
French (1970) confirmed that conclusion. Furthermore, he developed an empirical 
equation according to his results. 
max( deckp c Z )γ η= −           (2.1) 
Where p is the pressure, γ  is the unit weight of water, maxη  is the wave crest 
elevation and deckZ  is the deck bottom elevation,  is an empirical coefficient. 1c ≥
Denson (1978, 1980) made a physical model following the U.S. 90 Bridge across St. 
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Louis Bay, which was damaged by Hurricane Camille in 1969. He concluded that, the 
bridge was mostly damaged by the wave induced moments. He also suggested having 
small anchorage systems on bridges to prevent this type of failure. 
Tirindelli et al. (2002) and McConnell et al.(2003) also had similar conclusions:  
1. the maximum uplift wave forces are sensitive to wave height and wave period; 
2. uplift wave forces include a very short-duration impact pressure and a longer 
duration, slowly-varying pressure; 
Douglass et al. (2004) gave the recommended estimating equations for the loads on 
elevated highway bridge decks in terms of the vertical and horizontal components as: 
*
v v vaF c F−= v
*
hF
*
vA
hA
            (2.2) 
[1 ( 1)]h r h vaF c N c −= + −        (2.3) 
( )v vF zγ= ∆           (2.4) 
* ( )h hF zγ= ∆           (2.5) 
Where  and  are the estimated, vertical and horizontal wave-induced loads 
component;  and  are the reference vertical and horizontal loads defined by Eqs. 
(2.4) and (2.5);  and 
vF hF
*
vF
*
hF
v vac − h vac −  are the empirical coefficients for the vertical and 
horizontal varying loads;  is a reduction coefficient for reduced horizontal load on 
the internal girders; is the number of girders supporting the bridge span deck; , 
rc
N vA
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hA  are the vertical and horizontal areas contributing to the wave loads; ,  are 
the differences between the elevation of the maximum crest and the elevation of the 
underside of the bridge deck/centroid of ; 
vz∆ hz∆
hA γ  is the unit weight of water. 
Bea et al. (1999) also summarized performance of platforms in the Gulf of Mexico and 
gave equations for buoyancy force, drag force, lift force, inertial force and slamming 
force.  
2.2 Analytical Methods 
Morison’s equation is widely used in offshore and coastal engineering areas. Morison et 
al. (1950) proposed the equation for the total wave force as the sum of the two forces, 
drag and inertial. Research has been done for determining the drag and inertial force 
coefficients. Kaplan (1992), Kaplan et al. (1995) evaluated the forces on offshore 
platform decks using a modified Morison’s equation and concluded that the vertical 
loads on decks were 8 times as large as horizontal loads. The theoretical results were 
within 30% of the measurements. Morison’s equation is based on the fundamental 
assumption that the existence of structures does not affect wave kinematics. As a result, 
it is commonly used in force calculation on relatively thin structures, such as pipelines, 
columns and girders. For coastal bridges, the interaction between structures and waves 
cannot be neglected. The wave velocity potential model for wave forces on bridges 
should be a better tool for calculating such forces. 
Diffraction of water waves is a phenomenon in which energy is transferred laterally 
along a wave crest. It is noticeable where an otherwise regular train of waves is 
interrupted by a barrier such as a breakwater, a small island or the oversea bridge with 
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elevated water level during hurricane. The assumptions usually made in the 
development of diffraction theories are: 
? Water fluid is inviscid and incompressible. 
? Waves are of small amplitude and can be described by linear wave theory. 
? Flow is irrotational and conforms to a potential function, which satisfies the 
Laplace equation. 
? Depth shoreward of the structure is constant. 
Putnam et al. (1948) presented experimental data verifying a method of solution 
proposed by Penny and Price (1944) for wave behavior after passing a single 
breakwater. Blue et al. (1949) dealt with the problem of wave behavior after passing 
through a gap, as between two breakwater arms. Wiegel (1962) used a theoretical 
approach to study wave diffraction around a single breakwater. Mei (1978) proposes a 
hybrid element method to solve the mild-slope equation by Berkhoff (1972), an 
approximate equation combining diffraction and refraction on a slowly varying bottom. 
Chen et al. (1974), Tsay et al. (1989), used the hybrid element method to solve such 
problems in harbor. The finite element method (Nallayarasu et al., 1994, Dermirbilek et 
al., 1998), the boundary element method (Rahman et al., 1992, Yueh et al., 1993) and 
eigenfunction expansions method (Ijima et al. 1971, Cheong et al. 1996) are also used 
to solve wave diffraction and refraction problems. However, the hybrid element method 
is more likely to be used for wave oscillation and wave kinematics analysis in harbor 
domain. The methods mentioned above are used in submerged or semi-submerged 
coastal breakwater and docks. None of them are used to calculate for coastal bridges 
with extreme wave conditions. 
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2.3 Green Water Problem and Wave-in-Deck Force 
The green water problem is well-known in the maritime world for a long time. It also 
happens in wave loads on coastal bridge during hurricanes. During severe storm or 
wave conditions, waves exceed the freeboard and wet the deck of merchant vessels or 
FPSO.  Waves can be so large that they cause damage to deck equipment, plating, 
structures or cargo (Nielsen, 2003). Wave overtopping on the lower decks of offshore 
platforms can cause severe structural damage and increased safety risks due to the high 
forces generated by the wave (Bea et al, 1999; Gudmestad et al., 2000).The overtopping 
of a shallow water coastal structure such as a breakwater can also lower the efficiency 
of the structures (Franco et al., 1999). 
Researchers use numerical methods to simulate the green water problem. Wan et 
al.(1999), Fekken et al. (1999) used a Navier Stokes solver based on a volume of fluid 
(VOF) method. Buchner et al. (2007) used an improved volume of fluid (iVOF) method 
to simulate the green water problem on a TLP. 
Franco et al. (1999) did hydraulic model tests on the overtopping response of various 
types of caisson breakwaters and drove general design formulas and graphs. Greco 
(2001) and Stansberg et al. (2001) conducted experimental test on green water loads on 
FPSOs.  
Cox et al. (2002) investigated the wave free surface and velocity measurements for two 
cases (with and without the structure) and points out that: The effect of the structure on 
the free surface at the leading edge increases the total wave height by 6%; Immediately 
below the deck, the maximum velocity is 2.5 times greater than the corresponding 
velocity without the deck and 2.1 times larger than the maximum crest velocity 
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measured without the deck; On the deck, the wave collapses into a thin bore with 
velocities that exceed 2.4 times the maximum crest velocity measured without the deck. 
Bunchner (2002) presented experimental investigations of nonlinear relative wave 
motion.  
Ryu et al. (2008) used a fiber optic reflectometer and bubble image velocimetry to 
measure the void fraction and velocity of green water. The time-averaged energy of 
green water measured was claimed to be much greater than predicted by the general 
wave energy. However, the overall green water energy was only one quarter of the 
incoming wave energy. 
As the literature search result shows, the empiric equation from physical modeling is 
not accurate enough for calculating wave loads on bridges; and there is no analytical 
method used for the calculation of wave loads on bridges. In this study, the diffraction 
theory with Laplace equation is going to be used to set up the 2D model. Because of the 
regular geometry of a bridge superstructure, the finite difference method is well applied 
to obtain the solutions. It is convenient and can save computation time with conjugate 
gradients method proposed by Panchang et al. (1991), Panchang (2005). The Green 
water problem and wave-in-deck force will be considered as a modifying coefficient to 
the wave loads on decks. 
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CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF 2D WAVE VELOCITY POTENTIAL MODEL 
3.1 Introduction 
In this study, wave loads on bridge decks are a concern in a coastal area, which can be 
defined as intermediate water depth area. The wave loads include two types of loads: a 
very short-duration impact pressure and a longer duration, slowly-varying pressure. The 
very short-duration impact wave load, also called splash wave force, is sensitive to 
wave forms and can only be estimated from physical models in a laboratory experiment. 
While for the longer duration, slowly-varying wave load, the monochromatic (single 
frequency) regular (constant amplitude) wave theory can be well adapted to estimate the 
magnitude of the wave loads. 
The model is solved under Airy’s (1845) linear wave theory. It is easy to apply and 
gives a reasonable approximation of wave characteristics for a wide range of wave 
parameters.  
In the 2D Model, the characteristic body dimension a is quite large relative to wave 
height H. As a result, scatter parameter (1)ka ϑ>  and wave scattering is significant; 
Keulegan-Carpenter number /H a 1<<  and effects of flow separation are insignificant; 
inertial forces are larger than drag forces. Therefore, the diffraction theory is well 
adopted in the 2D Model. 
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3.2 Governing Equations 
A 2D cartesian coordinates system is defined such that the x-axis is coincident with the 
still water level (SWL) and the z-axis points upward. Assuming water is incompressible, 
inviscid and flow is irrotational, the governing velocity potential satisfies the 2-D time 
harmonic Laplace Equation: 
2 ( , , ) 0x z tφ∇ =            (3.1) 
When water depth is uniform, then the bottom boundary condition for the potential is 
     0
z
φ∂ =∂  at z = 0           (3.2) 
Neglecting wind blow forces and surface tension, the dynamic and kinematic boundary 
conditions of the surface boundary condition are given in linear form as: 
(1) (1)
0
t z
η φ∂ ∂− =∂ ∂  on 0z =          (3.3) 
(1)
(1) 0g
t
φ η∂ + =∂  on 0z =           (3.4) 
where 1
g t
φη ∂= − ∂  is the wave surface elevation. 
However, in this study, the bridge is located in the intermediate water depth and the 
wave height is relatively high due to the strong wind velocity during a hurricane. The 
second order or even the third order can not be neglected. The second and higher orders 
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are still neglected because a general approximation of the wave loads is expected and 
linear approximation can satisfy the objectives. The nonlinear terms including the 
second or higher order are much more complicated and will be left for further research.  
Since we are seeking a solution corresponding to a periodic wave propagating in the 
x-direction without change in form, the solution should contain x and t in the form of 
x ct , where  is the wave speed. cθ = −
3.3 Conversion to Complex Velocity Potential Equations 
According to the variables separation method, the φ  can be transformed as 
1 2( , , ) ( , ) cos( ) ( , ) sin( )x z t x z t x z tφ φ σ φ= + σ
2
      (3.5) 
Let    1 iφ φΦ = +              (3.6) 
then    ( , , ) Rex z t eφ i tω−⎡ ⎤= Φ⎣ ⎦           (3.7) 
Substitute Eq. 3.6 into governing Eqs. 3.1-3.4, 
2 0∇ Φ =  in fluid           (3.8) 
0
n
=∂
∂Φ  on seabed and interaction surface      (3.9) 
2
0
g z
σ ∂ΦΦ − =∂  free surface boundary condition      (3.10) 
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The wave boundary condition comes to two parts: one is the incoming wave boundary 
condition; the other is the outgoing wave boundary condition. In the incoming wave 
domain i sφ φ φ= − , in which sφ  is scattered potential; while in the outgoing wave 
domain, φ  is the sφ . 
iφ , incident wave potential, is the incoming wave without any disturbance. 
sφ , scattered wave potential, represents the disturbance of the incident waves due to 
the presence of the body. It corresponds to the wave field that is scattered by the body 
which is fixed in space. 
Assuming 
sin( )A kx tφ σ= −           (3.11) 
From Eq. 3.11, sin cos cos sinA kx t A kx tφ σ σ= −  
1 2= cos sint tφ σ φ σ+          (3.12) 
where   1 sin( )A kxφ = , 2 cos( )A kxφ =        (3.13) 
then,     1 2kx
φ φ∂ = −∂ , 
2
1i ikx
φ φ∂ =∂  
2 1( cos sink tx
)tφ φ σ φ σ= − +∂
∂         (3.14) 
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2 1 1 2( ) ( )k i ik i ikx
φ φ φ φ= − + = + = Φ∂
∂Φ       (3.15) 
along the incoming boundary: 
[2 ] iikx
= Φ −Φ∂
∂Φ           (3.16) 
The velocity potential  
( , , , ) Re( )i tx y z t e σφ −= Φ          (3.17) 
Wave elevation  
1 2
1 ( sin cos )t
g t g
tφ ση φ σ φ σ∂= − = −∂       (3.18) 
Water pressure  
1 2( )sin ( ) cosp gz gz t tt
φρ ρ ρ ρσφ σ ρσφ σ= − + = − + − +∂
∂   (3.19) 
3.4 Solution by the Finite Difference Method 
The finite difference method is used to discretize the governing equations of Laplace 
equation and boundary conditions. According to the calculation domain and its grids, 
take Figure 3.1 as an example,  
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Figure 3.1: Calculation domain and grids 
The general equations are discretized by finite difference method as follows. 
In fluid domain, the central difference scheme is used and the general equation is 
, , 1 , 1 1, 1(4i j i j i j i j i j
φ φ φ φ φ+ − + −= + + + ,1 )      (3.20) 
Along bottom seabed boundary BC and interaction surface boundary EF, FG and GH, 
the boundary condition equations are given as: 
, 1 ,i m i mφ φ+ = , 1, ,n j n jφ φ+ =         (3.21) 
where m, n are integral numbers 
Along the free wave surface AE and HD, the surface boundary condition equations are: 
2 2
,1 ,2(2 ) ( 2 ) 0i iyg g
ω ωφ φ− ∆ + − − ∆ =y      (3.22) 
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Along boundary AB, the incoming wave boundary condition equation is: 
1, 2,( 2 ) (2 ) 4 coshj j
ik x ik x ik x
kh
φ φ− + ∆ + + ∆ = ∆ cosh ( )k h z+  (3.23) 
Along boundary CD, the outgoing wave boundary condition equation is: 
, 1I j I jik x
φ −= − ∆ 1,
1 φ          (3.24) 
Then, the above equations can be expressed in matrix form as 
[ ][ ] [ ]A Bφ =           (3.25) 
where [A] is the system matrix, [ ]φ  is the unknown velocity potential vector, and [B] 
is the vector that contains information from the discretized boundary condition.  
The solution of the matrix mentioned above could be a time-consuming process. 
Gaussian elimination method is the default way to solve the matrix equations as Eq. 
3.25 above. But it requires the storage of matrix [A] and vector [B]. It is quite an 
inefficient method for large domain grids, taking our model for example, of 61 291×  
nodes.  
According to the method of conjugate gradients proposed by Panchang (1991, 2005), 
there is no need to store all of matrix [A], assuming that for the matrix equation 
[ ][ ] [ ]A x B= , matrix [A] is a positive definite, symmetric matrix. As a result, the 
transformation of the matrix equations should be focused on how to make [A] a 
symmetric and positive definite matrix.  
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In such case, the governing equations around the corners of the structures have to be 
modified. Take Figure 3.2 for example, 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Calculation domain grids around a corner of structure 
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the Eq. 3.20 is modified as: 
, 1, 1 , 1 1, 1(4i j i j i j i j i j
φ φ φ φ φ− + − + −= + + + ,1 )      (3.26) 
As matrix [A] becomes symmetric, a remedy (Panchang et al., 1991) of Gauss 
transformation is used to make the matrix positive-definite. The equation is multiplied 
by , the complex conjugate transpose of[ . *[ ]A ]A
[ ][ ] [ ]* *A A Aφ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤=⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ B
* ]
        (3.27) 
[ ][A A  is a symmetric and positive-definite. Solutions by iteration, which are the 
complex velocity potential of each node in the domain, will converge to the final 
solution with the preferred error. Figure 3.3 shows a flow chart of the numerical 
calculation scheme as proposed by Panchang et al. (1991). 
Once the real velocity potential and the water pressure in the domain are determined, 
the uplift wave force on the structure deck is also determined by integral forces caused 
by the pressure on the interface surface. 
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, ,k hσ
0 0 0 0,r f A P A rφ= − = ⋅
2
2
i
i
i
A r
A P
α ⋅= ⋅
1i i i iPφ φ α+ = +
1i i toleranceφ φ+ − <
2
1
2
1 1
i
i
i
i i i
A r
A r
P A r P
β
β
+
+ +
⋅= ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅
1i i i ir r APα+ = −
1iφ +
0 0φ =
 
Figure 3.3: Flow chart of wave velocity potential calculation (Panchang et al., 1991) 
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3.5 Validation of 2D Model by a CFD Model Flow 3D 
3.5.1 Introduction 
Flow3D is a CFD software developed by the Flow Science Company and was first 
released in 1985. It can handle all kinds of problems related to current, fluid with 
viscosity, turbulence, transient flow, heat transfer analysis and so on. Flow3D is capable 
of solving hydraulic problems using Navier Stokes theories up to 5th order. The Volume 
of Fluid (VOF) method enables the free surface modeling and can define and generate 
the liquid/gas interface. Flow3D can also handle fluid with viscosity and bottom shear 
stress. The multi-block grids and structured grids can also improve the efficiency of the 
calculation. 
Since the 2D Model is a potential flow linear approximation of Navier Stokes equations, 
a validation of the 2D Model is performed by comparing it with Flow3D.The 2D Model 
can only do calculations within the calculation domain in water, it cannot handle all 
cases. A Flow3D model is also used for the calculation of the phenomenon such as: the 
green water load problem and the wave loads with water clearance in later sections. 
However, it consumes much more computation time with Flow3D than with the 2D 
Model. To generate the new estimating equations, thousands of cases need to be 
calculated to investigate the relationship between wave loads and all kinds of 
parameters. In such a case, the 2D Model is a better approximation of the wave loads 
but need to be validated by a full Navier Stokes model of Flow3D. The Flow3D model 
will only be used in some special cases that the 2D Model cannot handle. 
In this section, a simple model with one regular fixed box placed in the SWL is going to 
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be set up for both: Flow3D using Navier Stokes 5th order theory and 2D Model using 
linear wave theory. The results will be analyzed to address the differences and gaps 
between Flow3D and 2D Model. Furthermore, based on the results from Flow3D, the 
green water effects will be modified in the 2D Model which cannot deal with the 
problem directly. 
In this simple model, a rectangular fixed box is placed at the surface of the water. The 
wave form is regarded as ideal for the regular wave form with no viscosity and no shear 
stress on the bottom. Results are going to be analyzed to find out the correlation 
between the two models. 
3.5.2 Validation of Flow3D Hydraulic Wave Model 
To begin using Flow3D, it is necessary to validate its applicability to the hydraulic 
problem. For a CFD model, boundary conditions are most important. Unlike the 
boundary conditions of a 2D Model, the boundary is defined as wave particle velocities 
directly in Flow3D for the incoming and outgoing boundary.  A simple simulation, 
with waves only, is set up for the validation. 
 
Figure 3.4: Flow3D domain and particle source points 
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200 10m m×The Flow3D model domain is a 2-D domain of . The domain is meshed by 
 grids which size is 0.2m in both x and z directions. 1000 50×
The initial fluid is sea water at  which the density is 1.032 . As shown in 
Figure 3.4, the wave is coming from AB to CD. Point E, F and G are particles which are 
examined for the particle routes and velocities under water. AB boundary condition is 
defined as incoming wave boundary with parameters of wave height 2m, wave period 
6s and water depth 6m. CD boundary condition is defined as outflow boundary 
condition. 
20 C? 3/kg m
The outflow boundary condition in Flow3D is still under improvement. Since all the 
calculations in Flow3D are done in the calculation domain, all the fluid parameters are 
well determined except for those out of the calculation domain. As a result, the CD 
outflow boundary condition can only determine how much fluid goes out from the fluid 
domain and there will be no fluid coming into the domain from out of the CD boundary. 
Thus, the outflow boundary condition can definitely affect the refraction and diffraction 
of the whole domain.  
In this section, three characteristics are going to be analyzed, the fluid volume in the 
domain, the underwater particles routes and velocities. 
3.5.2.1 Fluid volume 
Fluid domain volume is an important criterion for the validation of the model. The 
volume of fluid must not change much. Otherwise, it can be regarded as a failure of the 
boundary condition definition. 
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Figure 3.5: Fluid domain volumes according to simulation time 
In Figure 3.5, the biggest error is around 3%. From view of the fluid domain, the model 
is acceptable for application. 
3.5.2.2 Particles paths and velocities 
Under the linear wave theory assumption, water particles generally move in elliptical 
paths in shallow or transitional depth water and in circular paths in deep water. The 
particles horizontal and vertical velocity will be the sinusoidal form: 
( )
( )
cosh 2 /
cos
2 cosh 2 /
z d LH gTu
L d L
π θπ
⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦=      (3.28) 
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( )
( )
sinh 2 /
cos
2 cosh 2 /
z d LH gTv
L d L
π θπ
⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦=      (3.29) 
where     2 t x
T
πθ = −  
H = wave height, 
T = wave period, 
d = water depth, 
L = wave length 
Under Stokes finite-amplitude wave theory assumption, the higher order terms in the 
displacement of water particles make particles move forward in spiral paths and 
velocity curves become steeper. 
In this model, 3 fixed particle sources E, F and G in Figure 3.4 are defined in the 
calculation domain. The particle sources will release 10 particles per second. The 
particles moving path and the particle velocity in the three points are examined to see 
whether they obey the linear or nonlinear theory assumption. 
Figure 3.6 is a  grid calculation domain and the 3 particles movement paths. 
It can be concluded that the particles’ paths obey the Stokes nonlinear wave theory. 
Particles’ paths and velocities are zoomed out and analyzed around E, F and G particles 
sources in Figure 3.7-3.9. 
1000 50×
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Figure 3.6: The calculation domain and particles moving paths 
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Figure 3.7: Point E particle path and velocities in x and z directions 
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Figure 3.8: Point F particle path and velocities in x and z directions 
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Figure 3.9: Point G particle path and velocities in x and z directions 
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The particles paths and velocities are all well formed and similar to the analytical 
solutions; the overall domain fluid volume is also conservative. It can be concluded that 
the Flow3D wave model can generate applicable waves for further analysis. Then a 
simple model with one fixed rectangular box will be setup to compare the results from 
Flow3D and those from 2D Model. 
3.5.3 Comparison between Flow3D and 2D Model 
3.5.3.1 Model description 
In this section, a model is setup for comparison of results from Flow3D and those from 
2D Model. In the model shown in Figure 3.10, a fixed rectangular box is placed in water. 
The still water level is 6m high and the bottom of box is placed 5m high to the water 
bottom. 
 
Figure 3.10: Model descriptions for comparison between Flow3D and 2D Model 
The incoming wave parameters for the model are 2m wave height, 6s wave period and 
6m water depth. 
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3.5.3.2 Flow3D model results 
200m m× , with The calculation domain is setup as10 50 1000×  grids of size 0.2m. 
Figure 3.11 shows the final simulation results. 
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Figure 3.11: Flow3D uplift wave force over simulation time 
The results are cut at time 60 sec. Because of the improper outflow boundary condition 
in Flow3D, there is an obvious increase of fluid volume after 60 seconds. Before that, 
the fluid volume remains stable. When the incoming wave goes by the obstacle and 
reaches the outflow boundary, part of it is reflected and thus causes an increase in fluid 
volume. The reflected wave also affects the wave form around the obstacle and the 
wave force as well. As a result, the simulation results are cut at 60 sec. 
3.5.3.3 2D Model results 
The calculation domain is setup as 6 200m m× , with 30 1000×  grids of size 0.2m. 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of uplift wave force results between Flow3D and 2D Model 
Figure 3.12 shows the 2D Model uplift wave forces results comparison with Flow3D. 
The maximum uplift wave force error between them is around 10%. Similarly, Figure 
3.13 shows the horizontal wave forces results compared with the Flow3D Model. 
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of horizontal wave force results between Flow3D and 2D 
Model 
3.6 Validation of 2D Model by Experiment Data (Tirindelli et al., 2002) 
3.6.1 Physical Model Description 
In this section, a physical model setup by Tirindelli et al. (2002) is studied and used as a 
comparison with the results from 2D (x-z plane) wave velocity potential model. 
Tirindelli made a model of a jetty structure located at HR Wallingford. A series of tests 
were conducted in a wave flume to study inconsistencies and gaps in some existing 
methods for evaluating wave loading. He made comparisons with Kaplan’s (1992, 1995, 
1997) method on vertical wave forces on horizontal elements based on an extension of 
Morison’s equations (1950); as well as with Shih & Anastasiou’s (1992) empirical 
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equations. 
As shown in Figure 3.14, the frame of the model jetty was bolted to the flume floor. A 
partially absorbing slope with 1:5 slope covered with absorbing matting and rocks was 
installed to reduce reflections. Three wave gauges (number 0, 1 and 2) in Figure 3.14 
were used to correlate wave heights and loads on the deck. 
 
Figure 3.14: Experimental set-up in the wave absorbing flume by Tirindelli et al. (2002) 
Model structure is shown in Figure 3.15: 
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Figure 3.15: Down-standing frame of beams with testing elements and support pile 
structure (Tirindelli et al., 2002) 
The wave parameters matrix is listed in Table 3.1: 
Table 3.1: Wave parameters in 2D Model 
Hs(m) & T(s) 1.00  1.20  1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50  2.75  3.00 
0.10 X   X X X X X X   
0.14   X X X X X X X X X 
0.18    X X X X X X X X 
0.22       X X X X X   
3.6.2 Experiment Results and Conclusions 
The experiment results and comparisons with Kaplan’s predictions are shown in Figures 
3.16. 
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Figure 3.16: Measured uplift wave forces on external deck and Kaplan’s predictions 
(Tirindelli et al., 2002) 
In Figure 3.16, Tirindelli compares the measurement results with Kaplan’s predictions 
and concludes that Kaplan under-estimates the wave uplift load on decks.  is used 
for the uplift wave loads, which means the average value of highest 1/250 wave heights 
for random waves. 
1/ 250F
3.6.3 2D Wave Velocity Potential Model 
3.6.3.1 Model description 
Following the experiment physical model by Terindelli, the wave potential model is set 
up as shown in Figure 3.17. In Tirindelli’s experiment, two water depths, 0.75m and 
0.60m are considered. Since the data for water depth of 0.60m shown in his study is not 
as adequate as those for water depth of 0.75m, the wave forces in the 2D Model is 
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calculated only for water depth of 0.75m. And the maximum uplift wave force will be 
compared only in the external deck area as shown in Figure 3.17 as External Plate 
Sensor area. 
 
Figure 3.17: 2D wave velocity potential model (metric unit) 
3.6.3.2 Wave parameters  
Table 3.1 shows the wave parameters of significant wave heights and wave periods that 
will be calculated in the 2D Model. The significant wave heights and wave periods 
follow Tirindelli’s experiments. 
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3.6.3.3 Statistic analysis of wave height distribution in real random waves 
The 2D Model and calculation is conducted based on the monochromic regular wave 
theory assumption. While in a real sea state, waves are random and irregular, and can be 
treated as a superposition by waves with different wave heights and periods. 
Assuming wave heights follow Rayleigh distribution, 
1/3 1.416s rmsH H H= =         (3.30) 
1/ 250 2.547 1.798rms sH H= = H        (3.31) 
According to the wave parameters in Table 3.1, the wave parameters applied in the 2D 
Model are listed in Table 3.2: 
Table 3.2: Wave parameters of  and (s) in 2D Model 1/ 250H T
1/ 250H (m) & (s) T 1.00 1.20 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 
0.18 X  X X X X X X   
0.25  X X X X X X X X X 
0.32   X X X X X X X X 
0.40    X X X X X   
3.6.3.4 Simulation Results 
In the 2D Model, the incoming wave is a monochromic sinusoidal wave with no 
clearance. Under the monochromic sinusoidal wave assumption, the numerical 
simulation results are listed in Table 3.3: 
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Table 3.3: Calculation results from 2D Model 
Wave Periods (s) Wave Heights (m) Force_1st_plate (N) 
1.00 0.18 34.24 
1.25 0.18 40.03 
1.50 0.18 43.56 
1.75 0.18 45.39 
2.00 0.18 46.24 
2.25 0.18 46.53 
2.50 0.18 46.57 
1.20 0.25 49.78 
1.25 0.25 51.13 
1.50 0.25 56.04 
1.75 0.25 58.58 
2.00 0.25 59.76 
2.25 0.25 60.16 
2.50 0.25 60.22 
2.75 0.25 60.09 
3.00 0.25 59.84 
1.25 0.32 62.23 
1.50 0.32 68.52 
1.75 0.32 71.77 
2.00 0.32 73.28 
2.25 0.32 73.79 
2.50 0.32 73.86 
2.75 0.32 73.70 
3.00 0.32 73.39 
1.50 0.40 82.78 
1.75 0.40 86.84 
2.00 0.40 88.73 
2.25 0.40 89.37 
2.50 0.40 89.46 
where    
Force_1st_plate = the maximum uplift wave force on the external plate area 
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shown in Figure 3.17. 
The wave periods and wave heights in Table 3.3 are input variables to 2D Model, and 
Force_1st_plate is the result from 2D Model.  
3.6.3.5 Modification according to the water clearance 
The analysis and simulation above is all based on the reference example with clearance 
. In most real cases, there is always some clearance greater than 0 and it plays a 
role in uplift wave forces. In this part, the effects and modification according to 
clearance is analyzed. 
0cl =
Figure 3.18 is a sketch of the sinusoidal incoming wave. The assumption of 
modification due to clearance is that the overall maximum uplift wave force is linearly 
dependent on the interaction area of the bridge deck and the waves. 
 
Figure 3.18: Sketch of incoming sinusoidal wave and clearance 
The Figure 3.18 shows that as the clearance increase, the interaction area decreases. If 
the clearance 0cl = , the waves forces coincide with the results shown in above parts; if 
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the clearance is equal or above half of wave height, that is, 
2
cl > H , the wave may not 
reach the bottom of the bridge deck and in this case, the uplift wave force is 0. 
Problem: Find out the modification coefficient according to the clearance 
Known: wave height , clearance cl , maximum uplift wave force  H 0clF =
Desired:  clF
Solution: 
The equation to describe the sinusoidal wave surface curve is: 
sin( 2 )
2
y
L
H x π= ⋅           (3.32) 
at , 0cl y= =
/ 2B Ax x x L= − = , 0v clF F ==  
at 
2
cl y= = H , 
0B Ax x x= − = , 0v clF F a== ⋅  
Where girder section area
deck section area
a =  
at , cl y= 0
2
y< ≤ H  
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2 2( arcsin ) arcsin
2
2( 2arcsin )
2
22arcsin
(1 )
2
B Ax x x
L y
H H
L y
H
y
L H
ππ
ππ
y
π
= −
⎡ ⎤= − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
= −
= −
   
then    0
22arcsin
1 (1cl y cl
y
HF F aπ= =
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥= − −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
)  
As a result, let 
2
(1 )
cl
a
2arcsin
1cl HA π= − −         (3.33) 
Then              (3.34) 0cl y cl clF F A= == ⋅
Where    girder section area
deck section area
a =          (3.35) 
3.6.3.6 Water clearance coefficient validation by Flow3D 
The 2D Model cannot do the calculation out of the calculation domain, and thus cannot 
do the calculation if there is a water clearance. A Flow3D model is set up to investigate 
the relationship between wave load and water clearance and to validate the wave 
clearance coefficient assumption. 
A reference Flow3D model is setup following the Bridge I-10 across Escambia Bay 
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near Pensacola, Florida as shown in Figure 3.19. More detailed information will be 
explained in later section 4.3. 
 
Figure 3.19: Geometry of the bridge deck and girders of reference model  
In the Flow3D model shown in Figure 3.19, wave height is 2 meters, wave period is 6 
seconds and water depth is 6 meters. The components and meshes are set up as shown 
in Figure 3.20. The calculation domain is 10 60×  meters in Z X× direction, and one 
unit meter in Y direction. The mesh grid count is 100 600 1× × . The left side is defined 
as incoming wave boundary condition and the right side is defined as flow out boundary 
condition. 
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Figures 3.20: Flow3D model component and mesh blocks 
The water clearance is chosen as 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 meters. The case with 
water clearance of 0 meters is taken as an example first here. 
The simulation time is set to 120 seconds and the results are taken from 1-80 seconds. 
Figure 3.21 shows the simulation results lasting for 2 wave periods from 36 sec to 48 
sec. 
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Figure 3.21: Simulation results lasting for 2 wave periods from 36 sec to 48 sec 
The contour in Figure 3.21 is defined as hydraulic pressure. And from the figure, it 
shows that: The incoming wave is partially reflected back by the bridge superstructure 
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and partially transmits through the bridge; The incoming wave height is larger than the 
transmitted wave height and a transmission coefficient can be obtained from the ratio of 
the wave heights in front of and behind the bridge; As wave crest goes by the bridge, the 
waves go on top of the bridge, which is called the green water problem; As wave crest 
passes by the bridge, the hydraulic pressure under the bridge becomes the largest.  
In Flow3D model, other force windows can also be defined to examine the overall uplift 
wave forces and downward wave forces. 
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Figure 3.22: Uplift wave forces from Flow3D model for H=2m, T=6s, D=6m  
The maximum uplift wave force of the example case shown in Figure 5.22 is 
N. 61.82 10×
Following the same steps of calculation above, the maximum uplift wave forces for 
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water clearance of 0.2 to 1.2 are listed below in Figure 5.23-5.28: 
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Figure 3.23: Flow3D uplift wave force for H=2m, T=6s, D=6m at clearance=0.2m 
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Figure 3.24: Flow3D uplift wave force for H=2m, T=6s, D=6m at clearance=0.4m 
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Figure 3.25: Flow3D uplift wave force for H=2m, T=6s, D=6m at clearance=0.6m 
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Figure 3.26: Flow3D uplift wave force for H=2m, T=6s, D=6m at clearance=0.8m 
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Figure 3.27: Flow3D uplift wave force for H=2m, T=6s, D=6m at clearance=1.0m 
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Figure 3.28: Flow3D uplift wave force for H=2m, T=6s, D=6m at clearance=1.2m 
Taking the maximum and average values for the upper limit of uplift wave forces , we 
have the maximum uplift wave forces according to the clearances for wave model of 
H=2m, T=6s and D=6m.  
The results are shown in Figure 3.29. The y axis stands for the coefficients of water 
clearance which are the uplift wave loads divided by the maximum uplift wave force at 
clearance=0; the x axis is water clearance index which are the values of water 
clearances divided by wave amplitude also know as half wave height. Water clearance 
coefficients from Eqs. 3.33 and 3.34 fit the results, in which coefficient 
girder section area = 0.26
deck section area
a =  according to Eq. 3.35. 
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Figure 3.29 Flow3D model maximum uplift wave forces and water clearance 
coefficients equations and estimate equations 
3.6.3.7 Water clearance application in the 2D Model results 
When applying the clearance coefficient from equation 3.33 and 3.34, in which 
girder section area = 0.273
deck section area
a = , the results from Table 3.3 will be modified as shown in 
Table 3.4: 
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Table 3.4: Maximum uplift wave force modified by clearance coefficient 
1/ 250F (N) T  (s) sH  (m) 1/ 250H  (m)
0clearance =  0.06clearance =  
1.00 0.10  0.18 34.24 19.84  
1.25 0.10  0.18 40.03 23.20  
1.50 0.10  0.18 43.56 25.25  
1.75 0.10  0.18 45.39 26.31  
2.00 0.10  0.18 46.24 26.80  
2.25 0.10  0.18 46.53 26.97  
2.50 0.10  0.18 46.57 26.99  
1.20 0.14  0.25 49.78 34.70  
1.25 0.14  0.25 51.13 35.64  
1.50 0.14  0.25 56.04 39.06  
1.75 0.14  0.25 58.58 40.83  
2.00 0.14  0.25 59.76 41.65  
2.25 0.14  0.25 60.16 41.93  
2.50 0.14  0.25 60.22 41.97  
2.75 0.14  0.25 60.09 41.88  
3.00 0.14  0.25 59.84 41.71  
1.25 0.18  0.32 62.23 47.38  
1.50 0.18  0.32 68.52 52.17  
1.75 0.18  0.32 71.77 54.64  
2.00 0.18  0.32 73.28 55.79  
2.25 0.18  0.32 73.79 56.18  
2.50 0.18  0.32 73.86 56.24  
2.75 0.18  0.32 73.70 56.11  
3.00 0.18  0.32 73.39 55.87  
1.50 0.22  0.40 82.78 66.84  
1.75 0.22  0.40 86.84 70.12  
2.00 0.22  0.40 88.73 71.65  
2.25 0.22  0.40 89.37 72.17  
2.50 0.22  0.40 89.46 72.24  
In Table 3.4,  for clearance of 0.06m will be compared with the Tirindelli’s 1/ 250F
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laboratory data of Figure 3.16 and the comparison is plotted in Figure 3.30: 
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of results from 2D Model and laboratory data from Tirindelli’s 
experiment for the deck 
The 2D Model numerical simulation results well coincides with Tirindelli’s laboratory 
data in Figure 3.16, and this proves the assumption and applicability of 2D wave 
velocity potential model. According to Tirindelli’s results in Figure 3.16, the present 
results perform better than Kaplan’s prediction. 
3.7 Conclusion 
Flow3D is popular in many areas for computational fluid dynamic simulation. But for 
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hydraulic wave problem, its boundary condition definition still needs improvement. 
However, its solution can still provide reference for further analysis. To avoid its 
shortcoming at boundary conditions, simulation results should be taken just for the first 
few periods in case that the improperly reflected waves affect the calculation results. 
The comparison in Figure 3.12 and 3.13 shows that the results from the two models 
coincide with each other. Even being applied on nonlinear problems, the wave potential 
model can also make a good calculation under the linear wave theory assumption. 
Tirindelli (2002) made a study on other empirical equations and those equations’ 
applicability. His research is based on laboratory experiment in a flume tank using 
random incoming waves. The wave potential model’s results coincide with his 
laboratory data. This can prove the validation of the model and the clearance coefficient 
assumption. 
Horizontal wave forces on the model plate can also be obtained by integrating hydraulic 
pressure around vertical surface. However, the model is such a thin plate that the 
hydraulic pressure around the edge may change rapidly. For this case, the calculation 
results may have much error as well as Tirindelli’s measurement and the comparison is 
omitted. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE STUDY: EXTREME WAVE LOADS ON I-10 BRIDGE ACROSS 
ESCAMBIA BAY DURING HURRICANE IVAN 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the 2D wave velocity potential model is applied in wave force 
calculation on the I-10 Bridge across the Escambia Bay near Pensacola, Florida, which 
was destroyed during Hurricane Ivan in September, 2004. Figure 4.1 shows the tracking 
route and strength of Hurricane Ivan in Sep, 2004. 
 
Figure 4.1: Hurricane Ivan Track (The background image is from NASA, tracking data 
is from the National Hurricane Center) 
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Sheppard and Renna (2004) point out that because Hurricane Ivan’s track is 
perpendicular to the coast and immediately west of Pensacola, the strongest winds, 
storm surge, and waves drive the storms surge and waves directly into Escambia Bay. 
There is an approximate water depth of 25ft, wind speed of 145 mph, wave height of 
13ft, and wave period of 6.5sec. The maximum uplift force is estimated to be 900,000 lb 
per span with weight of span being only 220,000 lb. Because of that, 58 spans of the 
eastbound and westbound bridges are knocked off piers and another 66 spans are 
misaligned as shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2: I-10 Bridge destroyed by Hurricane Ivan across Escambia Bay in Sep, 2004 
In Sheppard’s report, there is no mention about how he makes the calculation. Before 
applying 2D wave potential model in calculating maximum uplift wave forces on the 
I-10 Bridge, the next step is acquiring wave parameters around the bridge’s location at 
the time the hurricane made landfall. SWAN model is used to hindcast wave parameters 
around Escambia Bay in Sep, 2004. 
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4.2 SWAN Model and Wave Parameters Hindcasting 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The SWAN model is used to estimate the realistic wave parameters, given the wind and 
bottom condition in coastal or lake areas. It is impossible to inspect the wave 
parameters in a specific location and in a certain time period. But the wind and bottom 
parameters are available all the time. In such a case, SWAN is a suitable and good 
model based on the wave action balance equation considering sources and sinks. 
The SWAN model was developed by Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands 
as a third generation numerical model for computing spectral wave energy within the 
near shore environment. SWAN can be applied to: near shore wave modeling for harbor 
and offshore installation design; coastal development, management, and wave 
hindcasting. Li et al. (2005) has setup an online coastal wave prediction system using 
the SWAN model. Panchang et al. (1990) and Panchang et al. (2008) also applied the 
SWAN model in coastal wave climatology analysis. 
In this study, SWAN model will be used to determine the wave parameters during a 
hurricane considering the following physics: refraction due to bottom, shoaling, 
blocking and reflections, wave generation by wind, depth induced wave breaking, 
bottom friction and non-linear wave-wave interactions. However, SWAN also has many 
limitations. It does not calculate wave-induced currents, and the simulation of 
standing-wave patterns may lead to inaccurate results. The calculation approximation 
for triad wave-wave interactions and quadruplet wave-wave interactions all depend on 
the frequency resolution. All more details can be found in the SWAN user manual. 
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4.2.2 Governing Equations 
In SWAN the waves are described with the two-dimensional wave action density 
spectrum, even when nonlinear phenomena dominate. The rationale for using the 
spectrum in such highly nonlinear conditions is that, even in such conditions it seems 
possible to predict with reasonable accuracy this spectral distribution of the second 
order moment of the waves (although it may not be sufficient to fully describe the 
waves statistically). The spectrum that is considered in SWAN is the action density 
spectrum ( , )N σ θ  rather than the energy density spectrum ( , )E σ θ  since in the 
presence of currents, action density is conserved whereas energy density is not. The 
independent variables are the relative frequency σ  (as observed in a frame of 
reference moving with current velocity) and the wave direction θ  (the direction 
normal to the wave crest of each spectral component). The action density is equal to the 
energy density divided by the relative frequency: ( , ) ( , )N Eσ θ σ θ σ= . In SWAN this 
spectrum may vary with time and space. 
The governing equation in SWAN is the spectral action balance equation which 
describes the evolution of the wave spectrum in terms of Cartesian co-ordinates. 
x y
SN C N C N C N C N
t x y σ θσ θ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + + =∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ σ      (4.1) 
In the Action balance equation, the first term in the left-hand side of this equation 
represents the local rate of change of action density in time, the second and third term 
represent propagation of action in geographical space (with propagation velocities  
and in 
xC
yC x  and space, respectively). The fourth term represents shifting of the y
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relative frequency due to variations in depths and currents (with propagation velocity 
Cσ  in σ space). The fifth term represents depth-induced and current-induced 
refraction (with propagation velocity Cθ  in θ  space). More details are given in the 
SWAN user manual. 
4.2.3 Application Procedure 
4.2.3.1 Choose the general domain 
The source data is from NOAA (National Oceanic & Atmosphere Administration). 
NOAA is a scientific agency within the United States Department of Commerce focused 
on the conditions of the oceans and the atmosphere. NOAA warns of dangerous weather, 
charts seas and skies, guides the use and protection of ocean and coastal resources, and 
conducts research to improve understanding and stewardship of the environment. From 
NOAA data base, (ftp://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/pub/history/waves/), there are three general 
domains as shown in Table 4.1 
Table 4.1: NOAA general domains description 
nww3 global 1x1.25 degree model 
Akw Alaskan Waters 0.25x0.5 degree mode 
Wna Western North Atlantic 0.25 degree model 
For each domain, the data base includes the historic wave and wind parameters from 
2003, such as wind speed U and V components, significant wave height, peak wave 
period and peak wave direction. 
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Figure 4.3: A 3D bottom map of Gulf of Mexico from 
(http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:GulfofMexico3D.png) 
Escambia Bay is within the Gulf of Mexico, shown in Figure 4.3, which is located in 
the general domain of Western North Atlantic (wna). The size of wna domain from 
NOAA is listed in Table 4.2: 
Table 4.2: WNA domain size description 
WNA domain From To 
Longitude: 98.25 West 29.75 West 
Latitude: 0.25 South 50.25 North 
4.2.3.2 Intermediate domain 
The general domain of Western North Atlantic is too large for the hindcasting 
calculation of Escambia Bay. An intermediate domain should be generated which is 
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large enough to consider all the complicated land geometry around the site of interest. 
All the information such as bottom depth, wind speed, direction, and et al. are generated 
based on parameter data in the general domain. However, due to the computation 
limitation, the size of intermediate domain cannot be too large. As a result, the 
intermediate domain is defined in Table 4.3: 
Table 4.3: Intermediate domain size description 
Intermediate Domain From To 
Longitude: 94.00 West 81.00 West 
Latitude: 26.00 North 31.00 North 
4.2.3.3 Sub-domain 
Locate the sub-domain around Escambia Bay. The sub-domain is the domain around the 
concerned area. One intermediate domain can have several sub-domains that are of 
interest. In this study, only one sub-domain is considered as listed in Table 4.4: 
Table 4.4: Sub domain size description 
Sub Domain From To 
Longitude: 87.50 West 86.50 West 
Latitude: 30.00 North 30.75 North 
The intermediate domain and the sub domain are shown in Figure 4.4, in which the 
color contour is defined as bottom depth. The blue line in Escambia Bay represents the 
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location of I-10Bridge. 
 
Figure 4.4: Intermediate domain and sub domain, the color contour is defined as water 
depth 
The Grid Database option is the US Coastal Relief Model Grids and the Grid Cell Size 
is 2 minutes for intermediate domain and 15 seconds for sub-domain of Escambia Bay. 
As a result, grids of for intermediate domain and 391 151× 241 181×  for sub-domain 
are generated. The value for each grid node stands for water depth in metric units. 
4.2.3.4 Running the wave parameters hindcasting code for Escambia Bay 
The hindcasting code mainly includes the following steps: 
Step 1: Prepare the input files of the SWAN model. The downloaded data from NOAA 
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site of wind speed, significant wave height, peak wave period and direction, is coded in 
*.grb format. It needs to be unpacked and transformed to *.DAT format for further 
application. 
Step2: Generate a boundary condition file for intermediate domain. 
Step3: Extract the data from the prepared data file exactly according to the intermediate 
domain and define the grid size of output results.  
Step4: Run the SWAN program. The output will be the wind speed, significant wave 
height, peak wave period and direction according to the grid size determined by step 2 
for intermediate domain. Also, another boundary condition file for sub-domain is 
generated. 
Step5: Repeat the step 3 and 4 for sub-domain, and output the results of wind speed, 
significant wave height, peak wave period and direction for sub-domain. 
4.2.3.5 Locate the I-10 Bridge in the local domain 
Longitude:  to 87  87 09 '42.67"W? 07 '45.02"W?
Latitude:  to 30  30 30 '24.60"N? 31'48.40"N?
Extract the results of wave parameters around the I-10 Bridge. 
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Figure 4.5: Significant wave heights on Sep 16th, 2004; the color contour is defined for 
significant wave heights in metric units 
 
Figure 4.6: Wave period on Sep 16th, 2004; the color contour is defined for wave 
periods in seconds 
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Figure 4.5 and 4.6 show the final results of significant wave height and peak wave 
period on Sep 16th, 2004. At the site of I-10 Bridge, which is marked as the blue line, 
the max significant wave height is 1.78 meters and the peak wave period is 4.45 
seconds. 
4.2.4 Validation of SWAN Model 
There are no probes for detecting wave or wind parameters around the I-10 Bridge in 
Escambia Bay. The SWAN model results are validated by comparing the predicted 
results with observation by Buoy Station of 42039 (29.18 N 88.21 W) and 42040(28.79 
N 86.02 W), which are shown in Figure 4.7. The hindcasting results match those of the 
observation from the Buoy station very well in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. The satisfactory 
agreement proves the applicability of SWAN model. 
 
Figure 4.7: Buoy Stations 42039 and 42040 location map from NOAA 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between observation and simulation results around Buoy 
Station 42039 
 
Figure 4.9: Comparison between observation and simulation results around Buoy 
Station 42040, the observation data is lost after destroyed by Hurricane Evan. 
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4.3 2D Model Calculation 
4.3.1 Model Description 
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 are the 3D and 2D scheme of structural geometry and 
dimensions of I-10 Bridge over Escambia Bay. Along the x direction, the bridge deck 
plate is 9.4 meters wide with six girders evenly separated under the deck. Along the z 
direction in Figure 4.12, the bridge is 19.2 meters long. The superstructures, including 
bridge decks, fenders and girders, are placed and moderately fixed with bolts on the 
lower structures which are mainly composed with piles. And the lower structures are 
separated 19.2 meters with each other along the z direction. 
 
Figure 4.10: Structural geometry of I-10 Bridge over Escambia Bay 
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Figure 4.11: 2-D structural dimensions of I-10 Bridge over Escambia Bay 
In the 2D Model with structural dimensions as shown in Figure 4.11, the lower 
structures and fenders are neglected. The lower structures are separated 19.2 meters 
away from each other and have very little effect on the maximum uplift wave forces on 
superstructures. The fenders are all above the still water level which is out of the 
calculation domain. Therefore, the structure model is simplified as shown in Figure 
4.12. 
 
Figure 4.12: Geometry of the bridge deck and girders of reference model  
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In Figure 4.12, the bridge has one bridge deck of 9.4 19.2 0.4× ×
× ×
meters, and 6 bridge 
girders of meters supporting under the deck. The girders are separated 
evenly 1.4 meters away from each other along 
0.4 19.2 1.4
x  direction. The water depth is 6.0 
meters; the wave height is 1.78 meters and the wave period is 4.45 seconds. There is no 
water clearance in this case. The water clearance here means the distance between the 
still water level and the upper surface of the bridge deck. 
The calculation domain is defined as 6 29.4×  m, with 10 m distance between the 
incoming wave boundary and the left side of bridge, and 10 m distance between the 
outgoing wave boundary and the right side of bridge. The domain is meshed by 
 grids with grid size of 61 295× dx 0.1dz m= = . The grids of calculation domain are 
shown by Figure 4.13. 
 
Figure 4.13: Calculation domain and meshing grids of 2D Model 
The grids of the calculation domain will not be changed for different wave heights and 
wave periods. But they will be changed in accordance with changes of water depth and 
bridge geometry length which mainly means the width of the bridge deck. The 
calculation domain and grids will not be mentioned again in the following sections. 
The general equation, incoming wave equation, outgoing wave boundary condition 
equation, bottom boundary condition equation, and free surface boundary condition 
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equations are all the same as mentioned in Chapter III. For the wave-structure 
interaction boundary condition, all the surfaces of bridge in water, including the three 
surfaces of girders in water, should be included and specified. 
4.3.2. Maximum Extreme Wave Force 
The 2D Model is developed based on the wave velocity potential diffraction theory 
using finite difference method. Wave parameters, structure geometry dimensions and 
calculation domain grids are all inputs to the 2D Model. After the iteration mentioned in 
Chapter III with iteration error of 201 10−× , the output results are the matrix of wave 
potential components 1φ  and 2φ  of every grid node for every time step. According to 
the pressure equation, 
1 2( )sin ( ) cosp gz gz t tt
φρ ρ ρ ρσφ σ ρσφ σ= − + = − + − +∂
∂    (4.2) 
The pressure for every grid node is determined for every time step. And the length of 
time step can be chosen according to the need for efficiency and accuracy. 
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Figure 4.14: Calculation domain pressure contour as waves pass by 
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Figure 4.14 shows the pressure contour of the calculation domain at each time step. It 
shows that as a wave comes from left to right, the hydraulic pressure under the 
superstructure of bridge becomes greater when the crest arrives at the bridge. Not only 
the hydraulic pressure, but also the wave elevation, water particle velocity, direction and 
acceleration can be determined by the results of potential components 1φ  and 2φ . 
By integrating the hydraulic pressure within the under surface of the superstructure, the 
overall uplift wave force of that time step is determined. By further integrated and 
multiplied by the distance of force, force moment can also be obtained. Take an 
example of the 2D model with wave height of 1.78 meters and wave period of 4.45 
seconds. The uplift wave force is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15: Wave force on bridge in reference model with =1.78m, T=4.45s H
Maximum uplift wave force is the max value of uplift wave force shown in Figure 4.15, 
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which in the example case is . Similarly, maximum horizontal wave force 
is . 
62.238 10 N×
60.537 10 N×
4.3.3 Random Maximum Wave Forces 
The results show that, when a regular wave with 1.78m wave height and 4.45s wave 
period comes to the bridge which is 250ton weight, the maximum uplift wave force is 
 and horizontal wave force is . However, in reality we have 
to determine the random wave forces on bridge. 
62.238 10 N× 60.537 10 N×
Similar to section 3.7.3, with statistic analysis, it is assumed that random wave heights 
obey Rayleigh distribution. Then, for random waves of 1.78sH m= , , the 
results will be  
4.45sT s=
6V 6H
6V 6H
V
1/3 2.238 10F N= × ,  1/3 0.537 10F N= ×
1/ 250 2.965 10F N= × ,  1/ 250 0.96 10F N= ×
where means the vertical wave force and F HF  means the horizontal wave force. 
As a result, for one plate of 250ton weight, or  gravity, the bridge decks 
can not withstand the wave force. 
62.45 10 N×
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CHAPTER V 
PARAMETRIC STUDY OF EXTREME WAVE FORCES 
5.1 Introduction 
The wave load on coastal bridges depends on the following major factors: wave 
parameters, water depth, geometry of bridge structure, water clearance, and green water 
downward force. It is time consuming to do the calculations for each case with different 
parameters. It is also very inconvenient for the bridge designer to estimate the wave 
loads on different bridges at different locations. In this chapter, parametric study is 
conducted for these different factors and an estimation equation is going to be proposed 
for wave loads on coastal highway bridges according to these factors. 
The most critical design wave parameter is the wave height, because the wave energy is 
proportional to the square of wave height. Other wave parameters, such as wave period, 
wave direction and spectral shape are also design concerns. In this section, models are 
set up for different wave heights and wave periods. Because this is a 2D Model for 
regular waves, wave direction and spectral shape are omitted here. 
Water depth is an important parameter which is critical to the basic assumption of 
different theories. It is affected by astronomical tides, storm surge and wave setup. All 
coastal bridges are located in intermediate water level, and water depth for different 
locations may not change a lot. 
Geometry of the structure in 2D Model mainly refers to the width of bridge deck. A 
series of cases with bridge decks of different width are investigated. 
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Water clearance is very important to wave loads on coastal bridges. Wave surge caused 
by hurricane decreases the water clearance and makes bridge superstructure suffer 
rapidly increasing wave forces. Coefficients equation of water clearance is proposed 
and validated in Chapter III. 
2D Model is not capable to calculate downward wave force for semi-submerged bridge 
superstructure. Flow3D models are developed to find out the solution. 
5.2 Maximum Uplift Wave Forces According to Wave Parameters 
5.2.1 Breaking Wave Height 
Wave height and wave period are most important parameters to determine the wave 
form and wave mechanics. In this section, a group of wave heights and wave periods 
are going be chosen around the reference wave height of 2 meters and the reference 
wave period of 6 seconds. The maximum uplift wave forces are calculated according to 
wave heights of 0.1-4.6 meters and wave periods of 2.0-10.0 seconds. 
However, wave height is limited by both water depth and wave period. For a given 
water depth and wave period, there is always an upper limit wave height, which is 
called breaking wave height. In deep water, this breaking wave height is a function of 
wave period; in transitional or shallow water, this breaking wave height is a function of 
water depth and wave period. 
Early studies of breaking wave height were conducted on solitary waves using breaker 
depth index. McCowan (1891) determined the breaker depth index as 0.78bγ = , which 
is still being used in industry area. 
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For monochromatic breaking wave height, Weggel (1972) derived the breaker depth 
index equations from laboratory experiment as follows: 
b
b
b
H
d
γ =            (5.1) 
where  bγ   =  Breaking index 
bH  = Breaking wave height 
bd  = Water depth 
2
b
b
b
H b a
d g
γ = = − bH
T
          (5.2) 
for  0 0tan 0.1  and  0.06H Lβ ≤ ≤  
Where     19tan43.8(1 )a e β−= −           (5.3) 
19.5tan
1.56
(1 )
b
e β−
= +           (5.4) 
tan β  = slope of bottom         (5.5) 
Figure 5.1 shows the above equations. 
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Figure 5.1: Breaker depth index (Weggel 1972) 
In the reference model, the bottom slope tan β =0, water depth=6m. Figure 5.2 shows 
the breaking wave height according to wave periods for water depth of 6m. 
The calculation results according to the wave parameters listed in 5.2.1 are given in the 
Table 5.1 – 5.4 for the reference model. The first column variables are the wave heights 
of 0.1-4.6 meters and the first row variables are the wave periods of 2.0-10.0 seconds. 
The content of the table is the maximum overall uplift wave forces in the situation of 
the different wave heights and wave periods.  
5.2.2 Calculation Results According to Wave Heights and Wave Periods 
According to the breaking wave height limit from Figure 5.2, the wave parameters 
selected for calculation are wave heights 0.1-4.6 meters and wave periods 2-10 seconds, 
excluding those below the breaking wave curve in Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.2: Breaking wave height according to wave periods for water depth of 6m 
0 1 2 3 4 5
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Maximum Uplift Wave Force (130degree's view)
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Figure 5.3: 3-D plot of maximum overall uplift wave force ( 210 degree direction) ?
Maximum Uplift Wave Force (210 degree's view)
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Figure 5.4: 3-D plot of maximum overall uplift wave force (30 degree direction) ?
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Figure 5.5: 3-D plot of maximum overall uplift wave force (top view) 
The relationship of the maximum overall uplift forces with the wave periods and wave 
heights is plotted in Figure 5.3, 5.4 and Figure 5.5. 
5.3 Calculation Results According to Water Clearance 
According to section 3.7.3, a Flow3D model is set up with different water clearances. 
The results from the Flow3D model show the non-linear relationship between uplift 
wave load and water clearance. The coefficient of water clearance is given in Eq. 3.33 
2
(1 )
cl2arcsin
1cl HA aπ= − −     
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where     girder section area
deck section area
a =     
5.4 Downward Wave Forces due to Green Water 
As stated from the above conclusions, wave force induced by green water can cause 
severe damage to those structures which can be calculated by Morison’s equation. 
Damage due to horizontal forces is much larger than that due to vertical forces. 
However, comparing with the uplift wave forces, the horizontal forces caused by waves 
or green water are relatively small. Although there is much overtopping wave on bridge 
decks, the horizontal wave force caused by it is not the main reason of destruction of 
bridges during hurricanes. Thus in this section, a model is going to be set up for 
investigating the downward wave force induced by overtopping waves and its 
relationship with wave heights. 
To analyze the relationship between the downward wave force and wave heights, a set 
of model wave parameters is chosen in Table 5.5: 
Table 5.5: Wave parameters for water depth=6m and no clearance 
Wave Height (m) Wave Period (s)
1 6
2 6
3 6
4 6
4.5 6  
The simulation results are shown in Figure 5. 6-5.10 
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Figure 5.6: Vertical wave forces for H=1m 
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Figure 5.7: Vertical wave forces for H=2m 
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Figure 5.8: Vertical wave forces for H=3m 
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Figure 5.9: Vertical wave forces for H=4m 
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Figure 5.10: Vertical wave forces for H=4.6m 
As wave heights increase, more waves can go over the bridge edge and cause more 
downward green water load. From Figure 5.6-5.10, it shows that: 
? Green water loads on bridges increase as the wave heights increase from 1m to 4.6 
m, which is shown in Figure 5.11. As wave heights increase much higher to 4.6 m, 
the green water load can account for over 35% of the uplift wave force, but it does 
not mean that the bridge is safer. 
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Figure 5.11: Green water load ratio to uplift wave force according to wave heights in the 
reference model of wave period 6s and water depth 6m. 
? For small wave heights, like 1m and 2m, the green water does help to reduce the 
over vertical forces. For wave height of 1m, it is decreased by 7% and for 2 m, it is 
decreased by 15%. 
? Although green water force is equal to a large fraction of the uplift wave force for 
large wave heights, which are from 3m to breaking wave height of 4.6m, there is 
always a little different phase between green water force and uplift wave force. 
Sometimes, the overtopping water load does help to reduce the uplift wave force; 
but some times it does not. Take Figure 5.10 for example, among the 11 periods of 
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wave loads there are 4 periods in which the overall uplift wave force is almost the 
same as uplift wave force. 
As a result, for designing of oversea bridges, it is a conservative way not to count in the 
green water load deduction for the overall vertical wave force. 
5.5 Bridge Geometry Effects on Maximum Uplift Wave Force 
For a given wave height, wave period and water depth, the maximum uplift wave force 
on bridge decks will also change due to the width of the bridge. To understand how the 
force changes with different bridge geometry length; a 2D Model is set up for given 
wave height of 2 meters, wave period of 6 seconds and water depth of 6 meters. The 6 
girders supporting the deck have a width of 0.4 meters but they separate from each other 
a range of distances as listed in Figure 5.12 and Tables 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.12: Structure component geometry in metric units, x  is defined as the 
distance between the girders and y is defined as the overall width of the bridge deck 
cross section 
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Table 5.6: Wave parameters and model geometry lengths for water depth of 6 meters,  
 * means parameters for the reference model 
Distance between the
six girders
Overall Bridge Cross
Sections Width
X (m) Y (m)
2 6 1.3 6.9
2 6 1.4 7.4
2 6 1.5 7.9
2 6 1.6 8.4
2 6 1.7 8.9
2* 6* 1.8* 9.4*
2 6 1.9 9.9
2 6 2 10.4
2 6 2.1 10.9
2 6 2.2 11.4
2 6 2.3 11.9
Wave Heights
(m)
Wave Periods
(s)
 
The final calculation results of maximum uplift wave forces according to the parameters 
in Table 5.6 are shown in Figure 5.13.  
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Figure 5.13: Maximum uplift wave forces according to bridge geometry width  
As width of the bridge deck cross section increases, the maximum uplift wave force 
goes down. Maximum uplift force is the integration of wave hydraulic pressure under 
the bridge deck and girders. The hydraulic pressure changes with time and it could be 
large, small or even negative. The larger the width of bridge cross section is, the more 
chances the bridge deck has to have negative or smaller hydraulic pressure under it. 
This is the reason why the maximum uplift wave force decreases when the width of 
bridge deck increases. 
The coefficient of bridge geometry  is defined as the ratio of maximum uplift wave 
force for deck width index of  , where  is the reference model bridge deck 
lA
/ *l l *l
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width. In this section for reference model, * 9.4l = m is considered as the reference 
length. The coefficients are plotted in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: Coefficients of bridge geometry for reference model of water depth of 6m 
The changes of  coefficients are very small due to the changes of geometry index 
from 0.7 to 1.4 and can be regarded that the bridge geometry length has no effects on 
the bridge deck maximum uplift wave forces. Comparing to the bridge width, the wave 
length for water depth of 6m and wave period of 6s are about 5 times larger. The 
changes of the bridge width in that range above can hardly reduce the force much. 
lA
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5.6 Maximum Uplift Wave Forces due to Water Depth 
Water depth is a very important parameter in transitional and shallow water. It 
determines not only wave forms, wave mechanics, breaking wave height, wave length, 
but also all the assumptions and the applicable wave theories. In this section, the 
objective is to find out how the maximum uplift wave forces change due to different 
water depth. 
The 2D Model component is set up according to the reference model. The bridge deck 
is 9.4m wide, with six girders separated 1.4m from each other. The wave height and 
wave period is set to be 2m and 6s. Water depths are chosen from 5.4m to 8.2m. 
Calculation results are plotted as Figure 5.15: 
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Figure 5.15: Maximum uplift wave forces according to water depth 
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The coefficient of water depth  is defined as the ratio of maximum uplift wave 
force for water depth index of  , where  is the reference model bridge deck 
width. For the reference model, 
dA
/ *D D *D
* 6D = m is considered as the reference water depth. 
The coefficients are plotted in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16: Coefficients of water depth for reference model of wave height 2m and 
wave period 6s 
Water depth coefficient decreases 5% when water depth increases 30%. That proves the 
water depth does play a great role in uplift wave forces. The general relationship and 
equation between them will be found in the next section. 
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5.7 General Equations for Maximum Uplift Wave Force for Bridges over Sea 
Many bridges along the coastal line have been damaged by waves induced by hurricane. 
Most of them are not designed to withstand the surge waves. More and more attention is 
paid on this problem nowadays. In this section, a general equation is going to be given 
according to the calculation results from the 2D Model to estimate the maximum uplift 
wave force on the bridge deck over the sea. In this equation, many aspects and 
parameters are considered, including wave heights, wave periods, water depth, water 
clearance and bridge deck geometry length. 
All of the equations are given based on the reference model solutions from Table 5.1-5.4. 
All the conclusions and results comparison are from previous sections in this chapter. 
5.7.1 Relation between Maximum Uplift Wave Forces and Wave Heights 
In Table 5.1-5.4, assuming that wave periods are fixed separately at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 
and 10 seconds, the relationship between the forces and wave heights according to these 
wave periods are plotted as Figure 5.17: 
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Figure 5.17: Relationship between maximum uplift wave forces and wave heights 
In Figure 5.17, it shows that: 
? At a specific wave period, the maximum uplift wave forces are linearly related to 
wave heights. The diffraction wave theory model in this study is based on the linear 
wave potential theory and the results coincide with this theory. 
? The maximum uplift wave forces at different wave periods converge to one point as 
wave heights decrease to 0. As shown in Figure 5.17, this point is around 
, which is almost equal to the static buoyancy force . 6 61.3 10 N× 1.326 10BF N= ×
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5.7.2 Relation between Maximum Uplift Wave Forces and Wave Periods 
Similar to 5.7.1, assuming that wave heights are fixed separately at 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 
4.6 meters, the relationship between the forces and wave periods from Table 5.1 to 5.4 
are plotted as Figure 5.18: 
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Figure 5.18: Relationship between maximum uplift wave forces and wave periods 
In Figure 5.18, it shows that: 
? At a specific wave height, the maximum uplift wave forces are nonlinearly related 
to wave periods. The larger the wave height is, the more nonlinear the forces are 
related to the wave periods. 
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? The maximum uplift wave forces at different wave heights converge to one point as 
wave period decrease to 0. As shown in Figure 5.18, this point is around 
, which is almost equal to the static buoyancy force . 61.3 10 N× 61.326 10BF N= ×
5.7.3 Relation between the Ratio of Force/Wave Height and Wave Periods 
From the conclusions of 5.7.1 and 5.7.2, it can be determined that, 
? Maximum uplift wave forces are linearly related to wave heights at a specific wave 
period; 
? Maximum uplift wave forces are nonlinear related to wave periods at a specific 
wave height; 
? Maximum uplift wave forces converge to a certain point, which can be regarded as 
static buoyancy force, as wave heights or wave periods decrease to 0. 
At different periods, it has different slopes or ratios of wave forces to wave heights. The 
relation between these ratios and wave periods are figured out as following Figure 5.19: 
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Figure 5.19: Relationship between slope of forces/wave heights and wave periods 
From Figure 5.19, it shows that: 
? As wave period increases, the slope of forces over wave heights increases; 
The ratio or slope of wave force over wave heights means how much the wave forces 
depend on wave heights. According to the dispersion relationship in shallow water, the 
wave length is linearly related to wave period as L T gd= ⋅ , where 
L  = wave length; 
g  = earth gravity acceleration; 
d  = water depth; 
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T  = wave period 
 
Figure 5.20: General view of bridge in waves 
As shown in Figure 5.20, the bridge deck in the waves sustains both uplift and 
downward wave forces according to the wave mechanism. The maximum uplift wave 
force depends on how much contacting section area there is when the bridge interacts 
with the upward going water particles. The more section area the bridge contacts with 
rising water particles than the falling ones, the bigger the maximum uplift wave force is. 
It is difficult to determine the time when the bridge endures the maximum uplift wave 
force, because it depends on many variables, such as bridge geometry, wave period, 
wave height, and clearance. But one point is clear that for longer wave lengths, the 
bridge deck has more chances and more contacting area in the rising water particle flow 
and thus has larger maximum uplift wave force. And then it can depend more on the 
wave heights. 
As wave period increases, the wave length increases, and the bridge will depend more 
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on wave heights, which is described as the slopes of forces over wave heights. 
? As wave period decreases to 0, the slope decreases to 0. 
This is for the same reason as point 1. As wave period decreases to very small ones, 
within the bridge length along the wave direction, there are several periods of wave 
length. The uplift and downward wave forces counteract each other and the maximum 
uplift wave force doesn’t depend on the wave height very much. 
? The slope of wave force over wave height is nonlinearly related to the wave periods; 
at periods of 2.2-3.4 sec, the slope increases fastest, which means the slope of the 
plot is the highest. 
From the conclusions of point 1 and point 2, we know that, if the wave length is longer 
than the bridge length, the bridge will have chances to endure the rising water particles 
interaction only. Therefore, the maximum uplift wave force depends more on wave 
heights. Otherwise, if the wave length is less than the bridge deck length along the 
incoming wave direction, there are several cycles of waves within the bridge length and 
the uplift and downward wave forces counteract each other which makes the maximum 
uplift wave force less dependent on the wave height. 
5.7.4 Estimation Equations According to Wave Heights and Wave Periods 
In this section, a simplified approach and equation is going to be given for estimating 
wave loads on bridge decks. The overall uplift wave force is estimated in terms of the 
static buoyancy force component and the dynamic uplift wave force component. 
v BF F F= + D            (5.6) 
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where: 
vF    =  the overall uplift wave force 
BF    =  the buoyancy force 
DF    =  Maximum dynamic uplift wave force 
For the buoyancy force and the maximum dynamic uplift wave force, according to the 
conclusions from sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2: 
*
1 2BF gl lρ= ⋅h
* H
* * )⋅
           (5.7) 
1 2 ( )DF gl l c Tρ= ⋅ ⋅             (5.8) 
Then substitute Eqs. 5.7 and 5.8 into 5.6 we have 
1 2 ( ( )vF gl l h c T Hρ= +                          (5.9) 
where: 
ρ   = density of sea water which is ; 3 31.032 10 /kg m×
g   = gravity acceleration which is ; 29.81 /m s
1l    = length of the bridge in the direction crossing the wave direction; 
2l   =  length of the bridge in the wave direction; 
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*( )c T =  a coefficient which is a function of non-dimension variable ; *T
H   =  incoming wave height. 
*h   =  the relative buoyancy height of the cube which has the same volume 
and same deck surface section area as that of the model bridge including the six 
girders. It is determined only by the geometry of the bridge and the clearance of the 
water. In this reference case,  as shown in Figure 5.21 * 0.757h = m
 
Figure 5.21: A figure showing the relative buoyancy height  (The cube in the 
figure has the same volume as the model bridge) 
*h
5.7.5 Simulation of  *( )c T
The results from Figure 5.19 are going to be simulated by a simplified equation. But 
before that, the variables should be dimensionless for the convenient future use of this 
equation in other cases. Here a variable  is introduced, where T  is the 
wave period and  is the reference wave period of 6 second. 
* / RT T T=
RT
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The estimation equation is given as following: 
* * c *
2
1
1 1 *( )c T a b T T
= + +   (for )       (5.10) 0.6T >
* *
2( )c T a T b= +    (for )      (5.11) *0.5 0.6T< ≤
* * *
3 3 3( )c T a b T c T= + + * 0.5T ≤(for )       (5.12) 
Where: 
*T  = , the dimensionless variable. / RT T
RT  = the reference wave period of 6 second.  
T  = wave period.  
and the coefficients are  
1 1 10.765, 0.129, 0.277a b c= = − = −  
2 20.677, 0.201a b= = −  
3 3 30.299, 1.808, 1.506a b c= = = −     
The comparison between the results from Figure 5.19 and the estimating results by the 
Eqs. 5.10-5.12 in the reference example is plotted in the following Figure 5.22. 
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Figure 5.22: Simulation of slope coefficient 
Substituting the Eqs. 5.10 5.11 5.12 to Eq. 5.9, we can have the uplift wave forces 
according to wave heights and wave periods. 
By taking wave periods of 2s, 4s, 6s, 8s, 10s for examples, the errors between 
estimating uplift wave force and calculation results from Table 5.1-5.4 are plotted in the 
Figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.23: Maximum uplift wave force estimation errors for wave periods of 2s, 4s, 6s, 
8s and 10s 
The overall root mean square error is 0.10%, which can prove that the Eqs. 5.9-5.12 can 
well estimate the solutions from Table 5.1-5.4. 
5.7.6 Modification Coefficient of Water Clearance, Water Depth, Bridge Geometry 
and Green Water Load 
5.7.6.1 Coefficient of water clearance 
According to the assumption and validation of coefficient of water clearance in chapter 
III, the coefficient equation is given as Eqs. 3.33 and 3.34: 
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2
1 )
cl
H
cl
2arcsin
1 (cl HA aπ= − −  
where    = wave height 
 = water clearance 
a  = girder section area
deck section area
 as geometry coefficient 
5.7.6.2 Coefficient of water depth 
The estimation of water depth coefficient comes from section 5.6. According to Figure 
5.16, the solutions from wave potential model, the estimation equation and comparison 
are shown in Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 5.24: Estimation equation for water depth coefficient, where 
a=-0.090, b=1.091 
dA ax b= +
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The estimation of coefficient of water depth is 
dA ax b= +            (5.13) 
where    a=-0.090, b=1.091 
5.7.6.3 Coefficient of bridge geometry  and green water deduction lA gA  
As mentioned in section 5.5, there is very little deduction of maximum uplift wave force 
as bridge width increase. As a result, 
                 (5.14) 1
* *
l d l g
lA =
Although the overtopping wave can reduce the overall vertical force on the bridge deck, 
for designing purpose, as mentioned in section 5.4, should be 
1gA =            (5.15) 
5.7.7 Maximum Uplift Wave Force Estimating Equations 
Considering a bridge with six girders located across sea, according to Eqs. 3.33-3.35 
and 5.9-5.15, the maximum uplift wave force on the bridge superstructure is: 
1 2 ( ( ) )v cF gl l h c T H A A A Aρ= + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅      
where 
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* * c *
2
1
1 1 *( )c T a b T T
= + +   (for )        0.6T >
* *
2( )c T a T b= +    (for )       *0.5 0.6T< ≤
* * *
3 3 3( )c T a b T c T= + + * 0.5T ≤(for )        
2
(1 )
cl
a
6
2arcsin
1cl HA π= − −           
5dA a x b= +              
1lA =                
1gA =                
and 
1 1 1
2 2
3 3 3
4
5 5
0.765, 0.129, 0.277
0.677, 0.201
0.299, 1.808, 1.506
girder section area
deck section area
0.090, 1.091
a b c
a b
a b c
a
a b
⎪ = = − = −⎪ = = −⎪⎪ = = = −⎨⎪⎪ =⎪⎪ = − =⎩
⎧
        
where   = , a dimensionless variable; *T / RT T
RT  = the reference wave period of 6 second; 
T  = the wave period; 
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H  = wave height; 
cl  = water clearance; 
1l  = length of one bridge deck in the direction across sea; 
2l  = width of the bridge in the wave direction; 
g  = the gravity acceleration which is ; 29.81 /m s
5.8 Maximum Uplift Wave Forces on I-10 Bridge across Escambia Bay in Hurricane 
Ivan in September, 2004 
Time:   September 16th, 2004 
Location: I-10 Bridge across Escambia Bay in Pensacola, Florida 
Wave Parameters and I-10 Bridge Geometry: 
  I-10 Bridge is 9.4 m wide with six girders, located at 6m above sea bottom 
  Wave height H=1.78 meters 
  Wave period T=4.45 seconds 
  Water depth D=6 meters 
Desired: Find out the maximum uplift wave force  
Solution: 
According to Eq. 5.9, * * l d l g1 2 ( ( ) )v cF gl l h c T H A A A Aρ= + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
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Table 5.7 Maximum uplift wave force calculation for I-10 Bridge across Escambia Bay 
in September, 2004 
Estimating Equations Values 
*T  =  / RT T 0.74 
* * 1
1 1 *( )
cc T a b T
T
= + +  0.2797 
* *
1 2 ( ( )vF gl l h c T Hρ= + )⋅  62.236 10×  N 
cl d l gA A A A= = =  1 
* *
1 2 ( ( ) )v cl d l gF gl l h c T H A A A Aρ= + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 62.236 10× N 
Solution process and equations are listed in table 5.7. 
Comparing with results from case study of Chapter IV, , the error comes to 
0.08%. 
62.236 10 N×
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5.9 Maximum Uplift Wave Forces on US90 Bridge across Biloxi Bay, Mississippi in 
Hurricane Katrina in August, 2005 
Time:   August, 2005 
Location: US 90 Bridge across Biloxi Bay, Mississippi 
Wave Parameters and Bridge Geometry: 
 US 90 Bridge is 10.2 m wide, 15.85m long with six girders, located at 4.87m above 
sea bottom 
 Wave height  and 1.89sH m= 1/ 250 3.402H m=  
 Wave period T=6 seconds 
 Water depth D=3.62 meters 
Desired: Find out the maximum uplift wave force  
Solution: 
Solution process and equations are listed in table 5.8. 
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Table 5.8 Maximum uplift wave force calculation for US 90 Bridge across Biloxi Bay, 
Mississippi in Hurricane Katrina 
Estimating Equations Values 
*T  =  / RT T 1 
* * 1
1 1 *( )
cc T a b T
T
= + +  0.359 
* *
1 2 ( ( )vF gl l h c T Hρ= + )⋅  63.512 10×  N 
22arcsin
1cl
cl
HA aπ= − −(1 )  where a=0.26 
0.61 
* *
1 2 ( ( ) )v cl d l gF gl l h c T H A A A Aρ= + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 62.142 10× N = 481.44 Kips 
Douglass et al. (2004) calculates the uplift wave force as 440Kips using empirical Eq. 
2.2. The span weights 340Kips and can not resist the wave loads. Comparing with 
Douglass’s results, results by the estimating equation in this study are more 
conservative. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
2D wave velocity potential model (2D Model) is applied to predict the extreme wave 
loads on bridge decks in hurricane situation. The linear governing Laplace equation and 
boundary condition equations are converted to Complex Velocity Potential equations 
and discritized and solved by finite difference method. 2D Model simulates hydraulic 
pressure in the domain and integrates pressure under structure surface for uplift wave 
forces in time domain, among which the max value is the maximum uplift wave force; 
the same is conducted for horizontal wave force.  
Computational fluid dynamic software Flow3D, which is using Navier Stoke theory up 
to 5th, is applied to validate 2D Model’s applicability. A simple model is set up and 
results are compared with those from 2D Model. Flow3D’s outflow boundary condition 
can only determine the fluid vector flowing out the domain but can not determine the 
fluid vector flowing into the domain. This situation affects the diffraction of wave 
potential and induces 10% error comparing with 2D Model’s prediction. Tirindelli et al. 
(2002) set up a model of jetty in a flume and measured maximum uplift wave forces on 
jetty deck. The simulation results from 2D Model are compared with his laboratory data. 
The predicted maximum uplift wave forces are in great agreement with Tirindelli’s 
measurement which approves the validation of 2D Model and the water clearance 
coefficient assumption. Horizontal wave forces on the model plate can also be obtained 
by integrating hydraulic pressure around vertical surface. However, the model is such a 
thin plate that the hydraulic pressure around the edge may change rapidly. In this case, 
the calculation results may have much error as well as Tirindelli’s measurement. 
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A case study is conducted for calculating wave forces on I-10 Bridge across Escambia 
Bay, Florida during Hurricane Ivan in September 2004. To investigate the wave 
parameters of wave heights and wave periods around bridge sites, Simulating WAves 
Nearshore model (SWAN) is adopted. Four input parameters are selected from National 
Oceanic & Atmosphere Administration (NOAA), including significant wave heights, 
peak wave periods, peak wave directions and sea bottom depths. Three kinds of 
domains are generated, which are general domain, intermediate domain and sub domain. 
The predicted significant wave heights are calculated by SWAN and are in excellent 
agreements with the measurements by Buoy Station 42039 and 42040 nearest to 
Escambia Bay. The wave force calculation results from 2D Model are referring to 
monochromatic regular wave force. For application in real sea state, statistic analysis is 
adopted. Random wave heights are assumed to obey Rayleigh distribution. Therefore, 
for random waves with significant wave height sH , the 2D Model result of maximum 
wave force means significant wave force 1/3sF F= . For designing or evaluating purpose, 
 should be calculated or even . The final result for the case study concludes 
that the bridge fail to resist wave loads, the decks are lifted up and washed away. 
1/ 250F 1/1000F
A new prediction equation of maximum uplift wave forces on bridge decks is developed 
in terms of wave height, wave period, water depth, bridge width, water clearance and 
over top water load. To develop the equations, the relationship is investigated between 
maximum uplift wave force and wave parameters, water clearance, green water effects 
and bridge width. A group of wave parameters of wave heights and wave periods, 
excluding those higher than breaking wave heights, is considered as input data for 2D 
Model. 
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The relationship between these parameters is investigated: 
? At a specific wave period, the maximum uplift wave forces are linearly related to 
wave heights. The maximum uplift wave forces at different wave periods converge 
to static buoyancy as wave heights decrease to 0.  
? At a specific wave height, the maximum uplift wave forces are nonlinearly related 
to wave periods. And the larger the wave height is, the more nonlinear the forces 
are related to the wave periods.  
? The water clearance coefficient is assumed to decrease linearly as wave-structure 
interaction area decrease, which is also proved by Flow3D model simulation.  
? Water depth coefficient decreases 5% linearly when water depth increases 30% and 
the prediction equation for the coefficient is also proposed as a linear function.  
? Green water load on bridge plays an important role in the overall vertical force on 
bridge as wave heights increase. The amplitude of downward wave load could even 
be equal to 35% of the uplift wave force. However, the phase steps between overtop 
green water load and uplift wave force under bridge are not consistent with each 
other. As a result, for designing purpose, maximum uplift wave force is assumed to 
be not affected by green water load, that is, the coefficient of overtop water load is 
1.  
? The changes of geometry coefficient are very small due to changes of bridge width. 
It can be regarded that the bridge geometry length has no effects on the bridge deck 
maximum uplift wave forces.  
According to all the conclusions above, given the wave parameters, water depth, water 
clearance, the maximum uplift wave force can be calculated out by the proposed 
prediction equations. 
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